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Abstract

This invention discloses an interference cancellation method based on smart 

antenna, which can solve various interference in mobile communication system such 

as multipath propagation etc., while using smart antenna. It comprises: with beam 

forming matrix, making beam forming for output signal of a receiver based on smart 

antenna, then getting a set of digital signal NRk(m); canceling other users main path 

signal included in NR/m), then getting another set of digital signal NS/m), which 

only includes needed signal and all interference signal; searching in digital signal 

NSk(m) and getting all multipath interference signal coming from other users; 

canceling other multipath interference signal in NSk(m)·, superposing the user main 

path and each multipath signal in phase coincidence, then getting a digital signal with 

interference canceled.

17
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METHOD OF INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION BASED ON SMART
ANTENNA

Field of the Technology
5 The present invention relates generally to a wireless communication technology,

and more particularly to a process for cancelling interference in wireless base stations 
with smart antenna or in user terminals.

Background of the Invention
10 In modem wireless communication systems, especially in code division multiple

access (CDMA) wireless communication systems, smart antennas are generally used to 
increase system capacity, system sensitivity and communication distances using lower 
emission power.

The Chinese patent named "Time Division Duplex Synchronous Code Division 
15 Multiple Access Wireless Communication System with Smart Antenna" 

(CN 97 1 04039.7) discloses a base station structure for a wireless communication 
system with smart antennas. The base station includes an antenna array consisting of 
one or plural antenna units, corresponding radio frequency feeder cables and a set of 
coherent radio frequency transceivers. Each antenna unit receives signals from user 

20 terminals. The antenna units direct the space characteristic vectors and direction of 
arrival (DOA) of the signals to a baseband processor. The processor then implements 
beam formation by the receiving antenna using a corresponding algorithm. Among 
them, any antenna unit, corresponding radio frequency feeder cable and coherent radio 
frequency transceiver together is called a link. By using weight, getting from the up 

25 link receiving beam forming of each link in the down link transmitting beam forming, 
the entire functionality of smart antennas can be implemented, under symmetrical radio 
wave propagation.

A primary aspect of modem wireless communication systems is mobile 
communication. Mobile communication works within a complex and variable 

30 environment (reference to ITU proposal Ml225). Accordingly, severe influences of 
time-varying and multipath propagation must be considered. The Chinese patent 
referenced above as well as many technical documents concerning beam forming 
algorithms of smart antenna conclude increased functionality will result with increased 
algorithm complexity. Nevertheless, under a mobile communication environment, 

35 beam forming must be completed in real time, and algorithm-completion time is at a 
microsecond level. As another limitation of modem microelectronic technology, digital 
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signal processing (DSP) or application specific integrated circuits (ASIC) cannot 
implement highly complex real time processing within such short time periods.

Faced with this conflict, CDMA mobile communication systems use a simple 
maximum power composite algorithm. This is both simple and also can solve problems 

5 associated with the time delay of multipath component composition within a chip 
width. Nevertheless, in modem CDMA mobile communication systems in a mobile 
environment, both the time delay and amplitude of the multipath propagation 
component is increasing so that interference is still severe. As a result, under a mobile 
communication environment, simple and real time beam forming algorithms of smart 

10 antennas not only cannot solve the multipath propagation interference problem, but also 
cannot thoroughly solve system capacity problems of CDMA mobile communication 
systems.

Technologies such as the Rake receiver and Joint Detection or Multi-User 
Detection have been widely studied for use in CDMA mobile communication systems 

15 in an attempt to solve interference problems associated with multipath propagation. 
Nevertheless, neither the Rake receiver nor multiuser detection technology can be 
directly used in mobile communication systems with smart antennas. Multiuser 

. detection technology processes the CDMA signals of multiple code channels. However, 
smart antenna technology implements beam forming for each channel code separately, 

20 and after channel estimation and matched filter, all user terminal data are solved at the 
same time using an inverse matrix. So it is difficult to take advantage of the diversity 
provided by user multipath technology. Rake receiver technology includes user main 
multipath components, but it also destroys the phase relationship between antenna units 

... of an antenna array. Another limitation of Rake receiver technology is that the user
, ·* 25 number is the same as the spread spectrum coefficient, which makes it impossible to

work under full code channel circumstances.• · ·• ·
.·..· There is a two-dimensional smart antenna technology, but it is in a research• · ·

’ ,· stage and its algorithm is immature and complex.
• ·

J J There is another method which processes multiuser detection after using smart
30 antenna; but at this time as each code channel has been separated, processing multiuser 

detection must be separated for each code channel. As a result this technology not only 
..ii” cannot fully bring multiuser detection function into play, but also greatly increase the
’····* complexity of baseband signal processing.

• ·····• ·····
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Summary of the Invention
To increase system capacity and improve performance for CDMA wireless 

communication systems, it would be helpful to provide a simple and real time 
interference cancellation method convenient for use in CDMA wireless communication 
systems based on smart antenna.

Therefore, an advantage of at least one embodiment of the invention is the 
provision of an interference cancellation method based on a smart antenna which 
allows CDMA mobile communication systems or other mobile communication system 
to use smart antennas and simple maximum power composite algorithms, while 
efficiently solving interference problems produced by multipath propagation, etc.

A further advantage of at least one embodiment of the invention is the provision 
of a set of new digital signal processing methods, which can be used in CDMA mobile 
communication systems or other mobile communication systems, to allow the mobile 
communication system to solve interference produced by multipath propagation, etc.

The invention is an interference cancellation method based on a smart antenna, 
comprises:

a) implementing beam formation for output digital signals of a receiver adopting 
a smart antenna using a beam forming matrix provided by a real time beam forming 
algorithm and obtaining a set of digital signals represented as NRfm) after beam 
forming, wherein k represents code channels and m represents sample points;

b) canceling the main path signal of other users included in the set of digital 
signals NRfm) to provide another set of digital signals represented as NSk(m), which 
includes needed signals and all interference signals, wherein k represents code channels 
and m represents sample points;

c) searching digital signals NSfm) to provide all multipath signals distributed in 
the direction of the beam;

d) canceling multipath interference signals coming from other users in the 

digital signals NSifm)', and
e) superposing main path and multiple path signals of working user terminals in 

phase coincidence to provide a digital signal with interference canceled.
In step a), the output digital signal of the receiver based on smart antenna may 

be in sample level.
Step a) may be performed in a base band signal processor. The steps may 

include: synchronizing and eliminating over sampling of the output digital signal of a 
receiver based on smart antenna; de-scrambling, de-spreading and dividing it into each35

• ·
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code channel signal; forming a receiving beam for every link with a beam forming
composite algorithm in a beam former, and getting the composite results.

The beam forming algorithm may be a maximum power composite algorithm.
Step a) may further comprise: demodulating the smart antenna output signal, 

outputted by a beam former, and detecting the signal-to-noise ratio of the training 
sequence. When the signal-to-noise ratio is greater than a threshold value, the receiving 
data may be directly outputted and the procedure is ended. When the signal-to-noise 
ratio is less than a threshold value, the succeeding steps may be executed.

Step b) may further comprise: solving the main path of signals coming from 
other terminal users in the formed beam of working code channels; spreading the 
spectrum for the main path signals, adding scrambling code to the main path signals 
and recovering the main path signals to a sample level digital signal; and subtracting 
the main path signals of the other users with energy greater than a threshold value from 
said digital signals NRk(m) to get NSjfm).

Solving the main path of signals coming from other terminal users in the formed 
beam of the working code channel may comprise solving the signal voltage level of the 
other code channels in the working code channel beam.

Step c) may further comprise: moving a sample point position individually 
within one symbol and getting multiple sets of chip level signal; solving the correlation 
for them with a known scrambling code and getting multiple sets of output with energy 
greater than a threshold value; adding a known scrambling code to the output and 
recovering multipath interference of multiple sets with sample level; subtracting 
multipath interference coming from other users from digital signals NSfm) from step 
b), superposing main path and multipath signals of the channel in phase coincidence 
and getting the channel sample value after interference cancellation; de-scrambling, 
de-spreading and demodulating sample value of the channel, then getting the kf 
channel signal after interference cancellation, where k is any positive integer.

Searching in step c) may be only taken within one symbol. Searching times are 
needed equal to the sample numbers, within each chip, times the spread spectrum 
coefficient minus 1.

Step d) may further comprise: subtracting interference digital signals, coming 
from other terminal users, from digital signals NSk(m) from step b) to cancel multipath 
interference signals coming from other terminal users.

Step d) may be taken on sample level, and the signals concerned may be 
converted to sample level signals.
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Step e) may further comprise: with canceling sample value of main path and 
multipath interference signals, coming from other users, getting each chip value; after 
de-scrambling and de-spreading with spread spectrum code, superposing main path 
and multipath signals coming from working terminal users in phase coincidence, then 

5 getting outputting signals after interference cancellation; after demodulating, getting 
needed results after interference cancellation.

Steps a), b), c), d) and e) may be used for cancelling interference for all channels 
whose signal-to-noise ratio is less than a threshold value.

Steps a), b), c), d) and e) may be used for interference cancellation in mobile 
10 communication base stations. Steps b), c), d), and e) may be used for interference 

cancellation in user terminals.
In the method of the invention, for CDMA mobile communication systems 

having longer training sequences (Pilot or Midamble) in frame designed structures, as 
in real mobile communication systems not all working code channels are severely 

15 influenced by multipath propagation, etc., so signal quality can be pre-detected at smart 
antenna output, i.e., detecting signal-to-noise ratio (error code) in receiving training 
sequence (Pilot or Midamble). For channels for which there is no error code or the 
number of error codes is less than a set value, then further processing is not needed. In 
this way the number of channels needed to be further processed is greatly decreased 

20 and the complexity of base band signal processing is greatly degraded.
In the method of the invention, for CDMA mobile communication systems 

having no longer training sequence (Pilot or Midamble) in frame designed structures, or 
for CDMA mobile communication systems having longer training sequence (Pilot or 
Midamble) in frame designed structures but there are severe interference and severe 

25 error code channels, then it is necessary to use the method of the invention to cancel 
multipath interference in order to have correct receiving.

The method of at least one embodiment of the invention proposes a simple 
maximum power composite algorithm, which allows beam forming in symbolic level 
and can be operated in real time.

30 Using the new multipath interference cancellation technology of the invention,
most of multipath interference coming from this channel or other channels is canceled 
(multipath interference that is not canceled has a time delay with integer multiple of 
symbol width, but its appearing probability is low). Thus interference influence of 
multipath propagation, etc. is canceled at a maximum limit to reach the purpose of

35 correct receiving. Calculation volume of the invention is limited, with present 
commercial DSP it can be implemented thoroughly.
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Although the method of the invention points to mobile communication systems
with CDMA, it can be also be used in mobile communication systems with frequency
division multiple access (FDMA) and time division multiple access (TDMA).

5 Brief Description of the Drawings
Figure 1 is a base station structure diagram of CDMA mobile communication 

with a smart antenna.
Figure 2 is a principle diagram of signal-to-noise ratio detection and processing 

procedure of a smart antenna output in Fig. 1.
10 Figure 3 is a flow chart of interference cancellation method of the invention.

Figure 4 is a structure diagram of a user terminal for mobile communication.

Embodiments of the invention
The present invention now will be described more fully hereinafter with 

15 reference to the accompanying drawings, in which preferred embodiments of the 
invention are shown. This invention may, however, be embodied in many different 
forms and should not be construed as limited to the embodiments set forth herein; 
rather, these embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will be thorough and 
complete, and will fully convey the scope of the invention to those skilled in the art. 

20 Like numbers refer to like elements throughout.
Fig. 1 shows a typical base station structure of a wireless communication 

system, such as a mobile communication system or a wireless user loop system, and the 
like, having a smart antenna. The base station structure includes N identical antenna 
units 201 A, 201B, ..., 201N; N substantially identical radio frequency feeder cables 

25 202A, 202B, ..., 202N; N radio frequency transceivers 203A, 203B, ..., 203N and a 
baseband signal processor 204. All radio frequency transceivers 203A, 203B, ..., 203N 
use the same local oscillator 208 to guarantee that each radio frequency transceiver 
works in coherence.

All radio frequency transceivers 203A, 203B, ..., 203N have an Analog to 
30 Digital Converter (ADC) and a Digital to Analog Converter (DAC), so that the input 

and output signals of the baseband signal processor 204 are all digital signals. Radio 
frequency transceivers 203A, 203B, ..., 203N are connected with the baseband signal 
processor 204 by a high speed digital bus 209.

The basic working principles of a base station with a smart antenna and the 
35 working method of a smart antenna have been described in the Chinese patent named 

"Time Division Duplex Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access Wireless
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Communication System with Smart Antenna" (CN 97 1 04039.7). A method of 
interference cancellation for smart antennas receiving signals is also implemented in 
the base station structure. The invention does not make any changes to smart antenna 
working principles and characteristics. The invention also does not discuss processing 
of transmitting signals; it only describes an interference cancellation method for 
receiving signals.

Fig. 1 and steps 301 to 304 of Fig. 3 illustrate the working mode of a smart 
antenna implemented by a baseband signal processor 204 of a base station structure. 
Suppose the CDMA wireless communication system includes K code channels, and the 
smart antenna system includes N antenna units, N radio frequency feeder cables and N 
radio frequency transceivers. In this case, the ith receiving link is described below as an 

example of the invention.
In Step 301 a receiving signal, received ffomantenna unit 201i, is converted 

from analog to digital (ADC), and sampled by the ith radio frequency transceiver 203i. 

The radio frequency transceiver 203i outputs a digital signal, referred to as sfm), where 
m is the mth sampling point. In step 302, digital signal sfm) is synchronized, its over

sampling is eliminated by block 210, and then a chip level digital signal is provided, 
referred to as slfn), where n represents the nth chip. In step 303 chip level digital signal 

slfn) is de-scrambled and de-spread by block 205, and then it is separated into K 
numbers of code channel symbolic level signals, known as Xki(l), where I represents the 
Ith symbol. In step 304 K numbers of code channel symbolic level signals pass K beam 
formers 206, respectively, and with a certain beam forming composite algorithm, the ith 
link receiving beam is formed and its composite result provided, as represented by the 
formula:

where k = 1, 2, ..., K; wufl) is a beam forming coefficient of the code channel
th

in the i link, when using the maximum power composite algorithm,

where Xkf(l) is a conjugate of a complex number Xki(l), to calculate the beam 
forming matrix Wk on a symbolic level, where Rk(l) is the output of the smart antenna 
system.
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In a time division duplex (TDD) system, when the up link (base station
receiving) beam is formed, the weight of each link can be directly used to down link
(base station transmitting) beam forming to take foil advantage of the smart
antenna.Output Rfl), noted above, is processed, for example, by demodulation, etc., to

5 provide a receiving signal.
Fig. 2 and 3 show interference needed to be cancelled in the base station of a 

CDMA system with smart antenna, and the new signal processing method related to the 
invention.

In Step 306, a smart antenna system output signal Rk(l), outputted by baseband 
10 signal processor 204, is demodulated and the signal/noise ratio of its training sequence 

is detected (the training sequence in any mobile communication system is known, and 
can be obtained by a comparison) by K demodulation units 207A, 207B, ..., 207K and 
K signal/noise ratio (S/N) detection units 221 A, 22IB, ..., 22IK. If the signal/noise 
ratio of the output signal is greater than a preset threshold (Fig. 3 step 307 and Fig. 2 

15 diamond block), then in the corresponding code channel there is no error code or 
number of error code less than a set value. Then step 308 can be executed. In step 308, 
the receiving signal is directly outputted, the received data is outputted and processing 
is ended. If the signal/noise ratio of the output signal is less than a preset threshold (Fig. 
3 step 307 and Fig. 2 diamond block), then step 305 is executed. In step 305, the 

20 process goes to the next signal processing stage (if there is no training sequence in the 
wireless communication system, then there is no need to detect the signal/noise ratio in 
steps 306 and 307).

In Step 305, blocks 222A, 222B, ..., 222K provide the input digital signal 
NRfm) after beam forming. First, as an example, suppose the processed code channel 

25 is the code channel used by the user terminal. Then the Ph code channel beam 

forming matrix is wiifl), beam forming of the received digital signal is made directly 
and a set of new data NRk(m) is formed as represented by the formula:

NRk(m) = (3)
i=l-N

30
where k = 1, 2, ..., K; is the mean value of the Fh code channel beam

forming matrix within one frame, and is calculated by the formula:

(4)
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where L is a symbol number needed to be counted. L must be less or equal to the
symbol numbers of one frame. The definition of Wjk(l) is in formula (1). sfm) is a
multiple channel CDMA signal received by the ith link, as shown in Fig. 1.

The newly obtained data signal NR/fm) is sent to K multipath processors 223A, 
5 223B, ..., 223K. Here it is processed with the new processing method of the invention. 

The process of the invention includes the following steps: first steps 310 and 312, 
second step 314, third step 316 and fourth step 318; as shown in Fig. 3.

In the first step, the main path component from other users is cancelled and it is 
included in a signal level of the Fh beam of the input digital signal NRk(m) after beam

10 forming. The processing procedure of this first step includes:
1) Calculating all other main path signals in the beam, and calculating 

other code channel signal levels, which are in the working code channel of the Fh beam,

i.e.  calculate

15 Fr(/) = Σχ„ (/) *w,,(/) (5)
i=\-N

where v - 1, 2, ..., K, the total power of the other code channels in the code 
channel is

20 P,= ΣΕ·(>)·Ε·(Ι) (6)
/=!-£

where Fv*(l) is a conjugate of a complex number Fv(l), L are symbol numbers 
needed to be counted(£ should be less or equal to the symbol numbers of one frame);

Comparing pv with the threshold value set by the system. If there are U number
25 of values are greater than the threshold, called U number of signals needed to be 

cancelled, then U number of signals cannot be cancelled by spatial filter of the smart 
antenna. For the Ith symbol, this signal output can be represented as Fu(l)',

Spreading the spectrum for Fu(l) with the uth spread spectrum code, getting the 
spread spectrum signal fu(n), and solving the mean amplitude in the Fh link of each

30
lfv 

”=Z Σ

signal needed to be cancelled as represented by the formula:

V=i-£ ^«(0 > (7)

·· ·· where Ru(l) has been solved by formula (1), u = 1, 2, ..., (7; and
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Again spreading the spectrum for this signal, putting the known scramble code 
on it, and then recovering its input digital signal as represented by the formula:

52„(») = m */„(«) *^n_coi/(n) (8)

5
2) With NRk(m), canceling the other main path signals to provide NSfm). In this 

step, interference needed to be cancelled is subtracted from the total input digital signal 
after beam forming. Then digital signals after beam forming, which only includes the 
needed code channel (the channel) and all multipath interference of the needed code 

10 channel, are represented by the formula :

NSk(m) = NRk(m)~ £s2„(m) (9)
u=l-U

The above operations are on a sampled level, so signal s2u(n) should be 
15 transformed to a sampled level to form s2u(m). Every sampled value can be considered 

evenly distributed.
In the second Step, all multipath components in NSk(m) are searched and solved. 

Multipath components distributed on this formed beam direction are searched. The 
searching is performed in the digital signal NSk(m) formed above. Each time one 

20 sample point m is moved to get a new set s7#(h/With a known scramble code 
pn_code(n), correlated ykj(n) is obtained on a symbol level and its total energy is 
calculated as represented by the formula:

(>θ)

25
where M' = M - 1, and M is number of all chips for counted L symbols. In the 

above formula, only T numbers of interference whose energy exceeds a threshold value 
are retained. Then ykt(n) is scrambled with a known scramble code pn_code(n) and the 
tth interference value in input data s3kt(n) is obtained as represented by the formula:

30
pn_code(n) (11)

Obviously, the searching is only made within one symbol. Searching numbers
needed are equal to the sample numbers in each chip times SF - 1, where SF is the

35 spread spectrum coefficient.
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In the third Step, the multipath signal is cancelled. In NSk(m), multipath signals
coming from other users are cancelled and SSk(m) obtained. Interference data signals
exceeding a threshold value are subtracted from the input data signal NS/m) obtained
at step 2. Then multipath interference signals coming from other users are canceled as

5 represented by the formula:

SSk(m) = NSk(m)-YS\(m) (12)
t=\-T

The operation is going on at a sample level, so that s3kt(n) should be transformed 
10 to a sample level to form s3kt(m). Here, each sample value is evenly distributed.

In the fourth Step, output RS/l) after interference cancellation is obtained. From 
sample value SS/m), in which multipath interference signals from other users have 
been canceled, each chip level digital signal value s4k(n) is obtained. The main path 
signal of the Eh code channel is superposed with the multipath signal of the Eh code 

15 channel, in phase coincidence. Then with de-scrambling and de-spread spectrum using 
the Fh spread spectrum code, the output signal RSk(l) after interference is canceled can 

be obtained.
Further, the process includes demodulating in step 320, a result after 

interference cancellation is finally obtained. Data is outputted and the procedure is 
20 ended at step 308.

Obviously, the above process should be done for the entire code channel which 
have error code, i.e. the process should be done K times (signal-to-noise ratio greater 
than a threshold value) to achieve the purpose of canceling interference for all code 
channels.

25 Fig. 4 shows a CDMA user terminal structure using the method of the invention.
The CDMA user terminal includes antenna 401, radio transceiver 402, analog to digital 
converter 403, digital to analog converter 404 and baseband signal processor 405. A 
method of the invention will be implemented in baseband signal processor 405.

In this structure, output of analog to digital converter 403 can be directly used 
30 for input digital signal NRk(m) mentioned above. Then interference can be cancelled by 

the first step to the fourth step mentioned above. During the first step, which cancels 
the main path signals coming from other users, those main path signals Fv(l) can be 
directly obtained by de-scrambling and de-spreading without using formula (5) 
mentioned above and it starts directly from formula (6) mentioned above.
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In the method of the invention, beam forming is carried out at the base station.
When the method of the invention is used at a user terminal, the receiving signal
received by the user terminal itself is the digital signal NRk(m) after beam forming.
According to the numbers of code channels k needed to be received by the user

5 terminal, with the four steps mentioned above, interference cancellation can proceed.
Although the present invention is described with regard to CDMA mobile 

communication systems, simple variances allow its use in mobile communication 
systems with frequency division multiple access and time division multiple access. One 
skilled in the art of radio communication systems, after understanding the principles of 

10 smart antennas and having a basic knowledge of digital signal processing, can design 
high quality smart antenna systems according to the method of the invention, and use it 
in various mobile communication systems or radio user loop systems.

The method of the invention also includes a new digital signal processing 
method, which can be used in CDMA mobile communication systems or other radio 

15 communication systems. It allows use of smart antenna and at the same time cancels 
interference of various multiple path propagation to provide a better result.

Many modifications and other embodiments of the invention will come to mind 
to one skilled in the art to which this invention pertains having the benefit of the 
teachings presented in the foregoing descriptions and the associated drawings. 

20 Therefore, it is to be understood that the invention is not to be limited to the specific 
embodiments disclosed and that modifications and other embodiments are intended to 
be included within the scope of the appended claims. Although specific terms are 
employed herein, they are used in a generic and descriptive sense only and not for 
purposes of limitation.

25

·· ··• ·
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CLAIMS:

1. An interference cancellation method for a smart antenna comprising the steps of:
a) implementing beam formation for output digital signals of a receiver adopting

5 a smart antenna using a beam forming matrix provided by a real time beam forming 
algorithm and obtaining a set of digital signals represented as NRk(m) after beam 
forming, wherein k represents code channels and m represents sample points;

b) canceling the main path signal of other users included in the set of digital 
signals NRk(m) to provide another set of digital signals represented as NSk(m), which

10 includes needed signals and all interference signals, wherein k represents code channels 
and m represents sample points;

c) searching digital signals NSk(m) to provide all multipath signals distributed in 
the direction of the beam;

d) canceling multipath interference signals coming from other users in the 
15 digital signals NSk(m)', and

e) superposing main path and multiple path signals of working user terminals in 
phase coincidence to provide a digital signal with interference canceled.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the output digital signal of the 
20 receiver adopting the smart antenna in step a) is on a sample level.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein step a) is performed in a base band 
signal processor and comprises the steps of:

synchronizing and eliminating over sampling of the output digital signal of the 
25 receiver adopting the smart antenna;

de-scrambling, de-spreading and dividing the output digital signal into each 
code channel signal;

forming a receiving beam for every link using a beam forming composite 
algorithm in a beam former, and

30 obtaining the composite results.

• · · ·• · · ··· · ·• · • ·· ·
•

• ·

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein said beam forming composite
algorithm is a maximum power composite algorithm.

···· • « ····
35 5. The method according to claim 1, wherein step a) further comprises:

·· ··
• · ·
• ·
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demodulating the smart antenna output signal which is outputted by a beam 
former and detecting a signal-to-noise ratio of a training sequence; and

outputting the receiving data directly and ending the procedure when the signal- 
to-noise ratio is greater than a threshold value, or executing steps b) to e) when the 
signal-to-noise ratio is less than a threshold value.

6. The method according to claim 3, wherein step a) further comprises: 
demodulating the output signal of the smart antenna which is outputted by a 

beam former and detecting the signal-to-noise ratio of a training sequence; and 
outputting the receiving data directly and ending the procedure when the signal- 

to-noise ratio is greater than a threshold value, or executing steps b) to e) when the 
signal-to-noise ratio is less than a threshold value.

7. The method according to claim 1, wherein step b) further comprises: 
identifying the main path of signals coming from other terminal users in the 

formed beam of a working code channel;
spreading the spectrum for the main path signals, adding scrambling code to the 

main path signals and recovering the main path signals as a sample level digital signal; 
and

subtracting the main path of signals from other users having energy greater than 
a threshold value from the digital signals NRf(m) to provide the signals NSk(m).

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the step of identifying the main path 
of signals coming from other terminal users in the formed beam of a working code 
channel comprises identifying the signal voltage level of other code channels in the 
working code channel beam.

9.

10.

The method according to claim 1, wherein step b) is executed on a sample level.

The method according to claim 1, wherein step c) further comprises: 
moving the position of a sample point individually within one symbol and 

providing multiple sets of chip level signals;
correlating a scrambling code with the chip level signals to provide multiple sets 

of output with energy greater than a threshold value;
adding a known scrambling code to the output and recovering multipath 

interference of multiple sets with sample level;
• ·
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subtracting multipath interference coming from other users from digital signals
NSk(m) from step b), superposing the main path and multipath signals of a channel in
phase coincidence and getting a channel sample value after interference
cancellation; and

5 de-scrambling, de-spreading and demodulating the sample value of the
channel and getting the channel signal after interference cancellation, wherein k is 
any positive integer.

11. The method according to claim 1, wherein the step of searching in step c) is only 
10 taken within one symbol, and searching times equal the sample numbers within each

chip times the spread spectrum coefficient minus 1.

12. The method according to claim 1, wherein step d) further comprises subtracting 
interference digital signals coming from other terminal users from digital signals

15 NSifm) from step b) to cancel multipath interference signals coming from other 
terminal users.

13. The method according to claim 1, wherein step d) is taken on a sample level, 
and the signals are converted to sample level signals.

20
14. The method according to claim 1, wherein step e) further comprises: 

calculating a chip value by canceling the sample value of the main path and the
multipath interference signals coming from other users;

after de-scrambling and de-spreading with a Fh spread spectrum code, 

25 superposing the main path and multipath signals coming from working terminal users 
in phase coincidence to provide the outputting signal after interference cancellation; 
and

after demodulating, providing the result after interference cancellation.

30 15. The method according to claim 1, wherein steps a), b), c), d) and e) cancel
interference for all channels having a signal-to-noise ratio less than a threshold value.

16. The method according to claim 1, wherein steps a), b), c), d) and e) are used for 
interference cancellation in a mobile communication base station.

35
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17. The method according to claim 1, wherein steps b), c), d) and e) are used for 
interference cancellation in a user terminal.

18. An interference cancellation method according to claim 1, substantially as 
5 hereinbefore described with reference to the accompanying figures.

DATED this thirteenth day of January 2004

China Academy of Telecommunications Technology 
Patent Attorneys for the Applicant:

F.B. RICE & CO.

·· ··• ·
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